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NOTICE 
THIS DOCUMENT HAS -BEEN REPRODUCED FROM THE 
BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSORING 
AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT CER-
TAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT IS BEING RE-
LEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAKING AVAILABLE 
AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE. 
Survey of Known Laser Transitions 
by 
H. J. Cook, W. B. Johnson and Marcia L. Parsons 
A survey of all known g us and solid laser line 
b-g been made.* This survey was made to have at hand the 
range of wavelengths presently available which might be 
useful inlaser petoscpy and plasma diea;ostics) The 
list contains approximately 700 lines of observed laser 
transitions of which the vast majority are transitions
 
observed in gas lasers. 
Of particular interest to plasma diagnostics are the 
lines due to highly ionized species of various atoms. It 
is conceivable that the techniques used to produce these 
lines could be eployed to study the emission of ultra­
violet radiation from various plasma devices such as the 
a-pinch. The apparatus used for the initial observation of 
these lines was a high current capacitor discharge not too 
dissimilar to a mild longitudinal pinch experiment. It is 
conceivable that the power obtained in stimulated emission 
from machines such as the NRL Pharos could be rather im­
pressive. Characteristic lines of these wavelengths could 
also be used in absorption to identify various ionized 
species within the plasma. At the other end of the wave­
length spectrum are the new transitions in the infra-red 
*Termination date of the survey was September 1, 1964. 
i. 
and far infra-red, particularly ,certain transitions in 






These are extremely strong transitions which oscillate 
easily and on a continuous basis. Construction techniques 
dre not too difficult. The far infra-red lines of OH give, 
for example, power levels in the milliwatt region, typical 
of powers available from good millimeter wave klystrons. 
This particular part of the spectrum is just beginning to 
be explored and there is every reason to believe that stim­
ulated emission techniques will produce continuously 
oscillating lines throughout this portion of the spectrum 
and beyond. The application of laser techniques to spectro­
scopy will be explored in a subsequent report. 
In making the survey the wavelengths were in most 
instances as reported in the literature. Some effort was 
made to make more precise wavelength presentations when 
available, particularly for the molecular nitrogen spectrum 
and other comnonly observed rare gas transitions available 
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in standard compilations of observed wavelength tables. It 
became obvious after the survey was initiated that there 
is no unanimity among various laboratories and even among 
the same as to whether their wavelengths are as measured 
in air or corrected to vacuum values. In many cases the 
references do not state which is the case. For precision 
spectroscopy vacuum determinations are to be preferred and 
corrections to the observed data are desired. 
The authors are particularly indebted to a number of 
workers in the laser field for their cooperation in com­
municating their work prior to publication. These are: 
Dr. W. B.Bridges - Hughes Research Laboratory, Dr. W. E. 
Bell - Spectra-Physics, Inc.,, Dr. C. K. N. Patel - Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Dr. H. Herd and Mr. Frank Gaillard -
Energy Systems, Inc., and Dr. R. Bleekrode - Phillips 
Eindhoven. Without their assistance the survey would be
 
considerably diminished. Every attempt has been made to 
make the bibliography as complete as possible. Difficulties 
are encountered when a number of different groups report 
work on single transitions. It is not the purpose of this 
survey to give a historical account of the development of 
the laser field so that there are perhaps some workers whose 
names were either inadvertently left off or omitted because 
iii
 
of the press of numbers on the more commonly worked tran­
sitions. It has not been our intention to slight the work 
of any group, Acknowledgement is made to the Case Institute 
of Technology Research Fund and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration for their kind support of this work.
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Elements and Molecules Used to Produce Laser 
Action in the Gas Phase 























Kr I, Kr II, Kr III
 
N I, N II, N III, N IV
 
Ne I, Ne II, Ne III
 











Ions Which Have Been Used to Produce Laser 

























Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.2678 Ne III Neon 3p 3P1 + 3s3SO at .2678641 Pulsed 85 
or 
3p3Po12 3s3SO at 267790 
.27536 A III Argon Pulsed 85 
.277765 Ne III Neon 3p' 3 D + 3s' 3D Pulsed 85 
3 3Pusd8 
.2867 Neon Pulsed 85 
Possibly Ne IV 
.291300 A IV Argon 4p2D3/2 + 4s2P1/2 Pulsed 85 
.292627 A IV Argon 4pZ /2+ 4s2P1/2 Pulsed 85 
.298385 Xe III Xenon 6p"32 - Gs"3P10 Pulsed 85 
.298461 0 III Air with noble 4p5po 3d3D Pulsed 85 
gases or im­
purities 
.3002961 A II Argon Pulsed 85 
.302405 A III Argon 4p"3D + 4"3 Pulsed 85 
3 P2 Pusd8 
,-3047053 A II Argon Pulsed 85 
.3050 Krypton ?ulsed 85 
.305484 A If Argon 2 4r3vs 1 use3doPulsed 85 
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Wave Length Element, Gas Mixture Transition 	 Remarks Reference 




.323951 Kr III Pure Krypton 5p'rD 2 + 5s" pO 	 85
 
















C3 Tr + B3,r 

















Wave Length Element Gas Mixture, Transition 'Remarks 'Reference 
.332377 Ne II Neon 3p2PO/ 2 + 3s2P3/2 Pulsed 85 
.332717 Ne II Neon 3p 4DO/ 2 + 3s4P3/2 Pulsed 85 
.3331 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C3r B37r 
V' = 2, V",= 2 
Rotational Level 
.3341 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C3r +B3 
V' = 1, T' = I 
Rotational Levels 
.334472 A III Argon 4p'3f + 4s' 3DO Pulsed 85 








Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
335849 A III Argon 4p' 3f
2 
4s DO1 Pulsed 85 
3359 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
C3r B37 
V1 1, V1 = 1 
Rotational Level 
.33613- A III Argon 4p' 3 f34 + 4s' 3D Pulsed 85 
.3365 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
C37 B3 r 
V' = 1, T' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.3367 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
C3+ B37 
V' , V" = I 
Rotational Level 
-5-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Renarks Reference 
.3369 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
C37r B37r 
V, = 1, Vii = 1 
Rotational Level 
.33713 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
C3Tr + B371 Pulsed 
V, =10, V = 0 
Rotational Level 
.3373 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
C37 + B31 
Pulsed 
V' = 0, V = 0 
Rotational Level 
.337496 Kr III Krypton 5p" 3D ,532 
.337830 Ne II Neon 3p2P?/2 +3s2P1/2 Pulsed 85 
-6-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 'Remarks Reference 
.3379 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 85 
C37r B37r Pulsed 
V' = 0, V = 0 
Rotational Levels 
.3382 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
COv > B3Tr Pulsed 
V' -P V, = 0 
Rotational Levels 
,3385 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
C37r B37r Pulsed 
V, = 0A IP' 0 
Rotational Levels 
.339286 Ne II Neon 3p2PO/ 23P3 +3i/ + 3s2Pl/Z Pulsedusd8 85 
-7-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition -'Remarks Reference 
.3397 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
C37r -)B31T Pulsed 
Vt = 0, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.3412 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C31T-*-B 3ir 
V = 0, V"' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.3446 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C3 >B 37 
v'= 42 v =5 
Rotational Level 
.3457 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C37 + 37r 
VtI 4, VI = 5 
Rotational Level 
-8-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 'Remarks 'Reference 
.j460 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,
Pulsed 
84 
C 3r B 3r 
V'= 4S V= 
Rotational Level 
.3478 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive2..... Unresolved triplets, Pulsed 
84 
Vt 3, V= 4 
Rotational Level 
.3487 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
V' - 3,V" 4 
Rotational Level 
.35005 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C0 + B3 r 
V= 2, VI' = 3 
Rotational Level 
-9-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 	 'Remarks 'Reference 
4s 3S0.350742 Kr III Pure Krypton 5PP 2 1-	 Pulsed 85 
4

.351112 A III Argon 4p3P2 so Pulsed 85
 
.351418 A III Argon 4p3p1 4s3S' Pulsed 85
[1 




Vt = 1,V" =2 
Rotational Level 




C3 r B34 
VI = 1,Vt = 2 
Rotational Level 
.35769 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C34 B37 





Wave Length _lemeLt .Gasaixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.357611 A II Argon 4d4F7/2 4p4D5/2 Pulsed 85 
.3623 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
C0 - B Pulsed 
V' = 0, V'1 = 1 
Rotational Level 
.363789 A II Argon Pulsed 85 
.37052 Argon Pulsed, Possibly 85 
Ar II, Ar III, 0 III 
.374949 0 III Air with noble 3p 4So/ 2 + 3 4p/ Pulsed 85,99 
gases or impur- / 
ities 
.375467 0 III Air with noble 3p3D3 - 3s3pOP 
gases or Impur- Pulsed 85,99 
ities 
.37554 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
C3 + B3r 
V! = 1, V' = 3 
Rotational Level 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition ,Reliarks Reference 






.37600 0 II Xenon and 
impurities 
3p 3D ,33po 
2 
Pulsed5 85 
.378097 Xe III Xenon 6p3P2 6s3SO Pulsed 85 
.379532 A III 4p"3 D + 3d"T3o Pulsed 85 
.38049 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplet,
Pulsed 
84 
C3 + B3n 
V' = 0, TW = 2 
Rotational Level 
.385829 A III Argon 4p" 3D2 3d"3po Pulsed 85 
.39984 N2 Pure N2 N2 second positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
V' = I, V' = 4 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition .ReMArks 	 Reference 
°4o6o4l Xe III Xenon 6p"3l 4 5d"250 Pulsed 85 
.406737 Kr III Krypton 5p"tF3 5s"D2 Pulsed 85 
40889 Argon 	 Pulsed, 85
 




4f4G11/2 4 3d4f9 /2
 
.413133 Kr III Pure Krypton 5Sp5P 5s3SO 	 Pulsed 85
 
.4i4671 A III Argon 4p'3P 2 4s" 3P° Pulsed 85 2 
.415444 Kr III Krypton 5p'3 3+ 5s'1rP2 	 Pulsed. 85
 
,417179 Kr III Pure Krypton 5pSP' - 50S' 	 Pulsed 85
 
.418292 AII (?) Argon 	 Pulsed 
 85
 
.421401 Xe III Xenon 6p' 3P2 - 5d' 3 D'w 	 Pulsed 85 
.422658 Kr III Krypton 5p'3F2 14d3Pl 




,27259 Xe III Xenon 6p'sF4 5d'3D usd8
 
.424588 Xe III Xenon 6p' 3D2 501 Pulsed 
 85
 

















































































3P, 2D/ 3s 2 D3/, 
3p i/ 2 + 3s 25/2 
4pt 2D%/ + 3d2D 
3p2D /2 + 3s2P3/2 
3p2D3/ 2 + 3s2P/2 
5p93F2 5d'3DO 





5p'2F3/Z + 5s 2 P 
















Pulsed and CW 
Pulsed 

























Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks 'Reference 
.460302 Xe II Xenon 6p4D'/ 2 + 6s4P3/2 Pulsed and CW 75,and 84, 26 
.460955 A II Argon 4p'2F3/2 + 4s'2D5/2 Pulsed 85 
.461915 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p 2 D/ 2 + 5s2P3/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.463388 Kr II Pure Krypton 5pt'2F/ 2 1 5s'D3/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.46453 Argon Pulsed 85 
.46474 Air, Xe, Kr Pulsed, 85,99 
Possibly C III 
(.464740)3p 3P + 3s3S l 
.464914 0 II Air with noble 
gases or impur­
3p4p%/42 3s4P 5/2 Pulsed 85 
ities 
.4650 C III CO dissociation 3p3 po -,3s 3s Pulsed, 84,99 
0465016 Kr III Krypton 5P2P% 2 + 5s4p1/2 Pulsed, 85 
or Assignment in doubt 
C III or 
3p3Po 3s3S1 
.465040 Xenon Possibly o II . 4650841 Pulsed 85 
3p4D/ 3s4P-/2 
-15-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 'Remarks Reference 
.465794 A II A 4P 2P/ 2 + 4s2 P Pulsed and CW 26, 63, 
3/2 84 and 75 
.467368 Xe III Xenon 6p'F , 6s' 1DO Pulsed 85 
;468o4i Kr II Pure Krypton 5p2S/2 + 5sZPl/2 Pulised 84, 85 
°468354 Xe III Xenon 6p5P2 6s3SO Pulsed 85 
.472691 Ar II Pure Argon or a 
mixture with 
4p2D3/ 4 2Ps2 Pulsed and CW 6, 63 
and 84 
noble gases 
.476222 Hg II Hg Pulsed 69 
.476243 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p2DO/2 5s2P1/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.476489 Ar II Pure Argon or 
mitrof/a mixture of 
4p2Pa/2P 4s2P 
1/2 Pulsed and OW 6, 63,29and 84 
noble gases 
.476574 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p4DO/2 + 5s 4 P3/ 2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.4768672 A I Argon 69 
.482518 Kr I Pure Krypton 5p4So/2 + 5s2p1/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.484659 Kr II Krypton 5P2P /2 5 Pulsed 85 
.486946 Xe III Xenon 6p' 3F3 + 5d'DO Pulsed 85 
.487990 A I Pure Argon .4s 2P3/2 VD /2 CW 26, 84 
Wave Length Element 'Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.487990 A II Pure Argon or 
a mixture with 
4p 2 D /2 
584 
+ 4s 2P3 / 2 OW 6 63, 
and 85 
noble gas 
°4889o6 A II Pure Argon 4P2 P1/ 2 + 4s 2Pl/2 Pulsed 85 
.495410 Xenon Possibly C II at . 495417P 
3d2P1/ 2 + 3P2P1/2 
Pulsed 85 
.496508 Xe II Xenon 7s'2D3/2 36p'2P%/2 Pulsed 85 
.496512 A II Argon 4p2D 4sl 2 OW 6 26 
84 and 85 
.497271 Xe II Pure Xenon OW 84 
,500772 Xenon Possibly N II at . 5067316 Pulsed 85 
3d3po - 3p3S 
.501218 Xe II Pure Xenon OW 84 
.501716 A II Argon or a 
mixture with 
noble gases 
4p2F/ 2 3d2D3/2 CW 6$26 
69, 84 and 
85 
,504.492 Xe II Pure Xenon 6P'2Po/2 + 6s' 2D3/2 OW 84, 85 
.514178 A II Argon 4p'2F/ 2 3d2Ds/2 Pulsed 85 
.514536 A II Pure Argon or 
a mixture of 





Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.515904 Xe II C?) Xenon Pulsed,'Strong line 85 
.518811 Xe II Pure Xenon CW 84 
.520832 Kr II Pure Krypton 5P4Po/ 2 + 5s 4P3/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
523894 Xe III Xenon 6p' 3P2  5d"130 Pulsed 85 
.5260l7 Xe II C?) Xenon Pulsed, Strong line, 85 
Possibly Xe II at 
.525989u 
o526195 Xe II Pure Xenon 6p2D 6s' 2D3/2 W 84, 85 
.5?8692 A II Pure Argon or 4p4D + 4s2P1/2 Pulsed 6, 63, 
a mikture with and 85 
noble gases 
.53o866 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p 4p/ 2 + 5s 4P3/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.533938 Xe II Pure Xenon CW 84 
.535289 Xe III Xenon Pulsed 85 
.539459 Xe II (?) Xenon Pulsed Strong line, 85 




.541915 Xe II Pure Xenon 6p4Do/2 + 6C 3 / 2 OW 84,85 
-18-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition- Remarks Reference 
.550220 A II Pure Argon 4p' 3D3 + 4s"' 3p Pulsed 85 
.55906 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
•B'Z + A' 
Vt = O, V' = 2 
Rotational Level Q(ll) 
.559237 0 III Air with noble 3p1P1 + 3slpO 
gas or impurities P 
.55934 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 85 
B'E A'n 
V' =0, V"' = 2 
Rotational Level Q(10) 
.55960 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B's + A-* 
V' = 0, V"' = 3 
Rotational Level Q(9) 
-19-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.55983 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B' -A'T. 
V= 0, V'i = 3 
Rotational Level Q(8) or R(13) 
°56004 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B' Atnr 
V= 0, VI = 3 
Rotational Level Q(7) 
°56025 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 85 
B'S MiAt 
V 0, ' = 3 
Rotational Level Q(6) 
.5 Q38 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'Z + Ali 
V' = 0,V" = 3 
Rotational Level Q(5) 
-20-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition, Remarks Reference 
.567717 Hg II Hg-He 5f2F7/2 + 6d 2D5/ 2 Pulsed 2, 81 
and 84 
or 
5f7/2 - 6dD5/2 
.56796 Air Possibly N II at .567956p Pulsed 85 
3p3D3 + 3s 3p. 
.568189 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p 4D5 2 - 5s2P3/2 Pulsqd 84, 85 
.5690 Ionized Oxygen Pulsed. 84 
Oxygen(?) 
.5697 Ionized N2 Pulsed 84 
Nttrogen(?) 
.5760726 I II Ne-I Pulsed 84 
.5853 Neon-Argon Possibly Ne I at .5852488v Pulsed 85 (Helium) 2p+ IS2 
.5939319 Ne I Ne-He CW 84 
.595573 Air, Xenon Pulsed, Emitter un- 85 
known 
.597113 Xe II Pure Xenon 6p+tZp0/2 6s'2D3/2 84, 85 
.6046158 Ne I He-Ne CW 84 
-21-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks- Reference 
.60629 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B't A'i 
V= 0, VI' = 4 
Rotational Levels Q(9) 
.60657 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B' Z +Af'n 
VI = , tV = 4 
Rotational Level Q(8) 
.0,682 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed ' 4, 86 
B' Z A' 
V' = 0, VI" = 4 
Rotational Level Q(7) 
.6.0705 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'S 4 A'Ir 
V' = 0, V' = 4 
Rotational Level Q(6) 
-22-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks. Reference 
A125 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B's + A'n 
V, = 0,VI = 4 
Rotational Level Q(5) 
.60742 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'Z A'r 
V = 0,Vt = 4 
Rotational Level Q(4) 
.6118027 Ne I He-Ne 3s+2 2P6 CW 5, 84 
.6127464 III He-I Pulsed 84 




.6182146 Ne I He-Ne 3s5 - 2p9 CW 28 
.6213878 Ne I He-Ne 3S4 2P8 CW 28 
-23-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture 	 Transition Remarks Reference 
.627082 Xe II Pure Xenon 6pzF 6s'zD3/ 2 W 84, 85 
.6293766 Ne I He-Ne 3sz "2p W 5, 84 
.6313692 Ne I He-Ne CW 283s 3 2p5 

.6328173 Ne I 'He-Ne 3S+ 2p4 OW 16
 
°6351873 Ne I He-Ne 3s CW
2p3 28, 84 
.6401076 Ne I He-Ne 3 + 2w 5 
.6402455 Ne I He-le 	 3si,' 3p2 CW 44
 
647089 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p4P/ 5s2P - Pulsed 84, 85 
.657007 Kr II Pure'Krypton 5p'2Do/ + 4d2FS/ 2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.657745 Helium, Neon 	 Possibly 0 III at .657750P Pulsed 85 
3d 5f! 4d3D0 
or 
c ii at .657803P3ZP/2 1
ZS/2 
.65955. CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 







Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.65995 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B' +A! 
V' = 0, V"' = 5 
Rotational Level Q(9) 
.66031 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B' -*A'i 
V' =-0 V = 5 
Rotational LeVel P(13) or Q(8) 
.66064 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'SE A' 
VI = 0, V' = 5 
Rotational Level Q(7)' 
,66ogi CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
BI At 
V = 0 V = 5 
Rotational Level Q(6) 
-25-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks, Reference 
.661i5 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'E A'Tr 
V' = 9, " = 5 
Rotational Level Q(5) 
.66135 CO CO Angstrom Series Pulsed 84, 86 
B'Z +A'w 
VI p,.vtI = 
Rotational Levbl'Q(4) 
.676443 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p4P 2 + 5s2P1/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.687085 Kr II Pure Krypton 5p'2FO/2 4d2P3/2 Pulsed 84, 85 
.730482 Ne I He-Ne CW 84 
.734637 Hg I Hg-He 7d5/2 4 7P3/ 2 Pulsed 30, 81, 84 
.7504 Argon-Neon Possibly A I at .75038676 Pulsed 85 
(Helium) 
.7568 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3w + A3E 
V' = 3, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
-26-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition' 'Remarks Reference 
,7578 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
VT = 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 







V' = 3, P' = I 
Rotational Level 
.7583 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
T = 3, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
°7586 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive UnresolvedPulsed triplet, 84 
B37r A 3Z 
T = 3, V'= I 
Rotational Level 
-27-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks. Refgrence 
.7590 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B37T A3Z 
Vt = 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7597 N2 Pure N2 M2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B37T A3Z Pulsed 
V = 3,V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
'7601 N2 Pure N2 N2 first,positiveSN2Pulsed Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3T + A3Z 
VI= 3, V = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7611 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 r - A3Z 
V= 3, V'= 1 
Rotational Level 
-28" 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks' Reference 
.7616 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B3 A3Z 
V' = 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7621 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet 84 
B 31 +A3Z 
Pulsed, 
V = 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7623 N2 Pure N2 #2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3 ,-* A3E 
Pulsed 
VT = 3,V' = 1 
Rotational Level 




V' = 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
-29-
Wave Lengzth Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks 'Reference 
.7715 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B + AkE 
= 3, T' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7729 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B3n + A3E 
VT 3, '= 1 
Rotational Level 
.7735 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B37r- A3Z Pulsed 
VT - 3, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
.7741 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
VT = 3, V' = 2 
Rntnt munl Tnunl 
-30-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 'Remarks Reference 
.7745 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3+ A3. 
= 3,W' = 
Rotational Level 
.7750 N2 Pure N. D first positive Unresolved triplet. 84 1 
Pulsed 
B3n A3Z 
VT 3, W'= 1 
Rotational Level 
.7759 N2 Pure N2H2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 7r + A3 
y? = 2, "' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.7769 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B37 > A3 z 
Pulsed 
Vt = 2, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.7781 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 
Pulsed 
84 
B3w + A3Z 
VI 2, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 




V' = 2, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
07792 N2 Pure N2 N2 fizst positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B37r A3Z 
V 2$ V'= 0 
Rotational Level 
.7797 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3r - A3E, Pulsed 
V' = 2, VW = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.799322 Kr II Pure Krypton 5ppo + 4d4D 84 
3/2 1/2 8 
.844628 Br Br2 + Ar 5P 4D3/ 2 ' CW 375s4P3/2 







.844638 Br Br2 + Ar 5p4D 3/2 + 5S4P3/2 CW 37 
.844670 Br Br2 + Ar 5p4D3/2 + 5s4P3/2 CW 37 
.844679 Br Br2 + Ar 5p4D3/2 ' 5s4P 3/2 CW 37 
.85482 HgII Hg - He 5g + C Pulsed 30, 81
 








B3+ - A3E 




Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8650 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3 T ) A3Z Pulsed 
V' = 2, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8652 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B37r A3Z Pulsed 
VT = 2, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8658 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3k + A3Z 
V' = 2, 7 1 
Rotational Level 
.8663 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3 + A3 
Pulsed 

































N2 fitst positive 
B 3r A3Z 
VI = 2, V, = 1 
Rotational Level 
N2 frist positive 
B 3w -) A3Z 





VI = 2, V' = 1 
Rotational Level
 
N2 first positive 

B3-*4 A3 
























Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition. Remarks Reference 
°86912 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive UnresolvedPulsed triplets, 82, 84 
B37 + A3E 
V = 2, V'1 = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8694 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
B3i - A3 E 
VI = 2 "' = 1 
Rotational Level 
o06980 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive8 NPulsed Unresolved triplets, '82, 84 
B17r A3Z 
VI = 2, V = 1 
Rotational Level 
-8702 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 84 
B3Tr -> A3Z 
VI = 2, V, = 1 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 








Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 
82, 84 
B3+ff A3E 
V= 2, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8707, N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
B3n + Ak 
VI = 2, Vt = 1 
Rotational Level 
.87099 N2 Pure NZ N2 first positive Unresolved triplets,Pulsed 82, 84 
B3iT+ A3Z 
VI = 2, Vt = 1 
Rotational Level 
-37-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition ..- marks Reference 
.8713 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
B3 r + A3Z 
Pulsed 
VI = 2, V" = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8715 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
B37r A3Z 
VI = 2, " = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8717 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 8,4 
Pulsed 
B3,f A 3E 
V' =2, " = 1 
Rotational Level 
.8720 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplets, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 + AE 




Wave Length.. lement Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8721 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B3Tr A3E 
VI = 2, Vt = I'. 
Rotational Level 
.8722 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B37 A3S 
VI = 2,.V = i 
Rotational Level 
.8831 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 
84 
B37r + A3 E 
V= 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
°8839 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3r - A 3 Z 




Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition 'Remarks Reference 
.8841 N2 Pure N N2. first positive 




V' = I, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88440 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B37 A3Z 
V'= 1, V = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8846 N2 Pure N2 N2 ftist positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3nr A3E 
V= 1, V'I = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8P478 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82 
Pulsed 
B37r A3E 
V'= 1, W' = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8849 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 -- A3E 
V' = 1$ VI' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88523 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
V' 1i VI' = 0 
Rotational Level 
o8 54 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 T A3E 
V' =1, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88563 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82 
Pulsed 
B3kT A3Z, 
V' = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
-41-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8858 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B 31+ AsZ 
V' = 1, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
.86625 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B37 + A3Z 
V, = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8664 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B T + A3Z 
V' = I, V= 0 
Rotational Level 
8865 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B3iT ->A3Z 
V' = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition -Remarks Reference 
Al67 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive 




V, = 1, VT = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88711 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B -TA3Z 
V' = , V,' = 0 
Rotational Level 
o8876. N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B3, A3Z 
V.' = 1, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88790 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B 3iT + A3k 
V' = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8883 N2 Pure N2 N first positive Unresolved.triplet,Pulsed 84 
B31 - A3Z 
V, = 1,W' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8888 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B37T A3Z Pulsed 
V, = , V ='0 
Rotational Level 
.8890 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B37T- AkE 
V= 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.88927 N2 Pure N. N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3i + A3Z 
Pulsed 
VI = I, W' = 0 
Rotational Level 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.8896 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B 3 -- A3 Z 
Pulsed 
V,I- 1, VI =*0 
Rotational Level 
88989 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82 
Pulsed 
B3; A3Z 
V' = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8901 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B 3 ; A3E 
V' = 1, PT = 0 
Rotational Level 
.8904 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B 3 Tr A3E 
V= 1, VI' = 0 
Rotational Level 
-45-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transitio. Remarks - Reference 
S8907 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B3n + A3E 
V, = 1, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
99093 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
B + A3S T APulsed 
V'= 1, r = 0 
Rotational Level 
.9396 Hg II Hg-He 10s1/2 + 8p 3/ 2 Pulsed 30, 81 
1o0413 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet,Pulsed 84 
B31 -- A3Z 
V' = 0, V, = 0 
Rotational Level 
1o0418 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B 3 r A3Z 
V, = 0, V, = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1o0432 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3 +A 3s Pulsed 
V' = 0, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
1.0437 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B -*A3 Pulsed 
V' ­ 0,V= 0 
Rotational Level 
1.04493 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84, 82 
Pulsed 
B 3 r+ A3E 
V' = 0, V' 0 
Rotational Level 
I.0455. S I SF6 + He 4pSP3 21 
4s 3SO 37 
i 04612 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 
Pulsed 
B37- + A3z 
V, = 0, V, = 0 
Rotational Level 
-47-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition- Remarks Reference 
1.04723 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
B 3 r A3S 
Pulsed 
V = P, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
1.0478 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 
Pulsed 
84 
B 3 yr A3Z 
V, = 9, V' = 0 
Rotational Level 
1.04800 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 A3Z 
V= 0, Vr' = 0 
Rotational Level 
1o04909 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B3r A3E 
V, 0 V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1.04948 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
B3T APE Pulsed 
VI = 0, VI = 0 
Rotational Level 
1.05052 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 82, 84 
Pulsed 
B3 -, A3Z 
V' = 0, V" = 0 
Rotational Level 
1x0586 Hg II Hg-He 8s+/2 + 7P 3/ 2 Ijulsed 30, 84 
16628 S I SF6 + He 4p' IF3 + 4s' 1po 16, 37 






1.079812 Ne I He-Ne 2s3 2p7 CW 9 
io0845 Ne I Ne or He-Ne 3p5 4S4 CW 21, 84 
and 34 
or 
2s 2 +2p 6 
Possibly 1.084554 
(3P 5 * 4S4) 
-49-

Wave Length Elenent Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1,1143 Ne I He-Me 2s4 ­ 2p 8 CW 16 
1.117687 Ne I He-Ne 2s 5 - 2p9 CW 21, 12, 
and 84 
1.1181 Hg II Hg-He 7g 6f5/2 Pulsed 30 
1.1390 Ne I He-He 2s 5 -2p 8 CW 16 
1.1409 He I He-Ne CW 21 
1152382 Ne I He-e 
Pure Ne 
2s + 2P4 Cw 78, 84, 
and 16 
o1l601 Ne I He-Ne Cw 21 
1161415 Ne I He-Ne 2S3 - 2P5 OW 16, 84 
1.167 Ne I He-He DW 72 
1.176687 Ne I He-Ne 2s2 2P2 CW 34, 
16, and 84. 
1°198499 Ne I He-Ne 2s3 2p4 CW 16, 34, 
and 84 
1.206638 Ne I He-Ne 2s5 6 O2PCW 12, 21, 
and 84 
1,2220 Hg II Hg + Ar Pulsed 35, 84 
-50-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1.2303 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B 3 7r + A3E 
Pulsed 
V' = 0, T1' = 1 
Rotational Level 
1.2312 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved t~iplet, 84 
B 3w + A3E 
Pulsed 
V, = 0, V, 
Rotational Level 
1.2319 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
B3 + A E Pulsed 
V' = 0, V' = 1 
Rotational Level 
1.2334 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B31 + A3E 
V' = 0, V = 1 
Rotational Level 
-51-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1.2347 N2 Pure N2 N2 first positive Unresolved triplet, 84 
Pulsed 
B +?- A3S 
V, = 0, V'1 = 1 
Rotational Level 
1.2460 Hg II Hg + Ar Pulsed 35, 84 
1.2545 Hg C?) Hg-He Emitter not positively ident- Pulsed 30 
ified 
1.269 Ne I He-Ne 70 
1.2760 Hg II Hg + Ar Pulsed 35, 84 
1.2981 Hg (? Hg-He Emitter not positively ident-
ified 
Pulsed 30 
1.3583 N I NO or NO2 
with 
3p2S/ 2 3s2P/3/2 CW 37 
He or Me 
1.3655 Hg C?) Hg-He Emitter not positively ident-
ified 
Pulsed 30 
1.4276 Ne I He-Ne CW 21 
1.4304 Ne I He-Ne CW 21 
1.4321 Ne I He-Ne CW 21 
-52-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1,4330 Ne I He-Ne CW 21 
1.4346 Ne I He-Ne cW 21 
1.4368 Ne I He-Ne Cw 21 
14539 C I CO or CO 
in He or1 
3p'P + 3'4 37 
Ne 
1,4544 N I NO or NO2 
with 
4s+P5/2 3p2DO/ 2 CW 37 
He or Ne 
1.5235 Ne He-Ne 
or He-Ne-Xe 
2s2 + 2p, CW 9, 16, 
and 76 
Mixture 
1.5288 Hg I Hg-He 6p' 3P 2 + 73S2 30, 77 
or 
18p3p 1 7dt D2 
or 
15fSFO 7d'D 2 
1.5550 Hg II Hg-He 7P3/2 ' 6d5/2 Pulsed 30 
-53-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
1.6114 Ne I He-Ne 2s 3 - 2p OW 34 
1.6180 A I Pure Argon 5s[3/2] 4p'[3/2J 2 CW 20, 21 
1.690 Kr I Krypton 4d[1/2]7 4 5pEI/231 CW 16 
1.690 Ne I Neon 4 
1o6916 Hg I Hg-He 5'F3 + 6'D 2 Pulsed 30 
1o6936 Kr I Krypton 4d[5/2]' -* 5p[3/2]1 CW 21 
1.6939 Hg I Hg + He 53F 2 - 6 3D1 Pulsed 30 
1.694 Ne Neon CW 4 
1.6941 A I Argon 3d[3/23 ° Y 4p[3/2] 2 CW 20, 21 
1.7070 Hg I Hg-He 7'D z + 73P2 Pulsed 30 
17112 Hg I Hg + He 53F 3 63 D2 Pulsed 30 
1.731 Xe Pure Xenon 6p[5/2] + 5d[3/2]0 CW 87 
1.74 Hg I Hg with He, 6 p' 3F4 + 7p 3P2 Pulsed 17 
Ne or Kr 
1.784 Ne Neon CW 4 
1.7843 Kr Krypton 4d[1/2]0 5p[1/2] 1 CW 20, 21 
1.793 A I Argon 3d[i/2J - 4p[3/2]
1 2 
OW 20 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
181 Hg I Hg 8s'S. 6p'3P2 Pulsed 17 
1.8128 Hg I Hg + He 6p' 3F4 63D3 Pulsed 30, 77 
1.8185 Kr I Krypton 4d'[5/23' + 5p'[3/2]2a CW 20, 21 
1.8276 Ne I He-Ne 4V + 3d' cW 90 
1.8281 le I He-Ne 4f[9/2J4 3dE7/2]0 cW 16, 90 
1.8287 le I Ne-He 4f[9/214 3d[7/2] 3 CW 16, 90 
1.8309 4e I He-Ne 4f[5/2.1 3d[3/2J9 CW 16, 90 
1.8408 Te I He-Ne 4f[5/2]2 + 3d[3/210 CW 16, 90 
1.8596 le I He-Ne 4f[7/2.§ + 3d[5/2J0 CW 16, 90 
1.8602 Ne I He-Ne 4f[5/2J3 + 3d[5/230 
3 
cW 16, 90 
1.9211 Kr I Krypton 8s[3/210 6p[5/2]2 CW 16, 21 
1.9579 Ne I He-Ne 3p4 -. 2S5 CW 34 
1.975528 Cl I C12 and C12-Te 3d4D7/2 + 4p4P 5/2 OW 31, 55 
mixture 
2.019936 C1 I C12 and C12-He 3dDs/z5 4P4P3/2 CW 31 
mixture 
-55-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
2.0261 Xe Pure Xenon, 5d[3/2]' - 6p[3/2J 10, 20, 
Xe-He Mixture or 1 and 87 
Xe-He-Ne Mixture 
2.03514 Ne I He-Ne 3p 4 + 2s 4 7,and3436 
2.038 Ne I He-Ne OW 36 
1 
2,0603 He Helium 7"9D 43P Cw 16 
2.0616 A I Argon 3d[3/2] + p'[3/2J
2 2 
CW 16 
2o0665 C I C02-He 4p'P2o*-4p'P 1 CW 93 
2.0985 A I Argon 2P5 + 3dS CW 23, 
2.1019 Ne I Neon 4dt[5/230122 + 4p[3/2J CW 16, 20 
2.10411 Ne I Neon 3p, + 2s2 CW 7 
2,1165 Kr I Krypton 4d[3/2J - 5P[3/21 CW 20, 21 
2.1339 A I Argon 3d[1/210 + 4p'[3/211 OW 16 
2.1533 A I Argon 2P2 + 3d3 CW 23 
2.189 Kr I Krypton 4d[3/210 -* 5p[3/2J Cw 20, 21, 
and 80 
2.20245 A I Argon 3d[1/2J0 
01 
4p'[3/2] CW 36 
-56-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
2.3139 A I Argon 3d[1/2J' - 4p'[1/2] CW 36 




2.3952 Ne He-Ne 3P 4 2s C 23, 24 
2.3973 A I Argon 3d[1/2]0* 4p'[1/231 CW 36 
2.4223 Ne I Neon 4d[3/2J] -*4p[5/2J 2 OW 19 
2.4358 Kr I Krypton 2 P 7 -, 3d5 23 







2.5014 A I Pure Argon 6d'[3/21' + 6b[1/2J1 W 36 
2,5241 Kr I Pure Krypton 4d[1/2' + 5p[3/2] z OW 16, 21, 
and 79 
2,5400 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[I/2J0 + 4p[3/21 36 
2,5494. A I Pure Argon 5p[5/2] 3 + 3d[7/2] CW 36 
2.5512 Ar I Pure Argon 5p[1/ 2 ]0 + 5s[3/2J1 CW 36 
2.5634 A I Pure Argon 6d'[3/2 z -0 6 p[5/21 3 CW 16 
2.5668 A I Pure Argon 5p'E/230 + s'[1/2]0 OW 36 
2.60 Xe I Xe-He CW 76 
Ne-He-Xe 
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Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
2.604 He I Pure He 88 
2.6267 Kr I Pure Krypton 4d[1/2)]1 5p[3/211 CW 36 
2.6269 Xe I He-Xe CW 21 
2.6276 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d[5/2]0 -*6pE5/212 CW 10 
2.6288 Kr I Pure Krypton 7p[3/2]2 + 4d'[5/210 CW 36' 
2.6518 Xe I He-Xe 5d[3/2]0 + 6p[1/2J0 CW 10, 18 
21, 87, 
and 89 
2.660 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d'[3/2]0 + 6$'[1/2], Cw 16 
2,6843 A I Pure Argon 5p[3/2J1 3d[5/2J0 OW 36 
2,7364 A I Pure Argon 5p'[i1/211 + 3d'[3/2J0 
2 
CW 36 
.27581 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[3/2] -+ 4p[i/2]b CW 36 
2,7826 Ne I Pure Neon 5s'[I/2J0 + 4p[3/2]1 Cw 36 
2.8202 A I Pure Argon 5p![3/231 5s'[1/21] Cw 36 
2.8245 A I Pure Argon 5p[3/2J2 5s[3/2]0 CW 36 
2.8618 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p[5/2]J - 6s[3/2]' CW 36 
2.864 Ne I Pure Neon 4d'[3/210 -* 4p'[3/2]2 16 
-58-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
2.8663 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p[5/2J + 6s[3/210 OW 36 
3 2 
2.8783 A I Pure Argon 5p[5/2- 5s[3/2]0 CW 36 
2o8843 A I Pure Argon 5p[3/2] 2 + 3d[5/2J0 OW 36 
1 3 
2.9280 A I Pure Argon 5p[l/2J0 + 3d[3/2]1 W 36 
2,9456 Ne I Pure Neon 5s[3/2cj 4p[l/2]1 CW 36
 
2.9676 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[3/ J 4p[3/2 1 CW 36
 
2,9796 A I Pure Argon 5p[5/2]2 5sE3/2]'1 CW 36
 
2,9813 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[3/2]' + 4p'E3/2 1 OW 36 
42.9845 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p'[l/2J1 5d[5/2]0 CW 36 2 
2,9878 Kr I PureKrypton 6p'[3/2]1 6s'[ 0 36]W 

1 s [112J%(I 3 
3,0268 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[3/2J0 4p'[1/2] CW 36 
3.0276 Ne I Pure Neon 4d[3/2]0 4p'[13/2J 2 CW 36 
3.0462 A I Pure Argon 5p[5/2]2 + 3d[5/2] CW 30 
12 3 
3,0536 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p'[3/2] 5d[5/2 CW 36 
3,0672 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p[i/21 6s[3/210 CW 36 
-59-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 









6p[1 1/2J 2 OW 10, 18, 
21, sad 76-
He-Xe mixtures 
3.1333 A I Pure Argon 5p[1/231 5s[3/2]0 CW 36 
3.1346 A I Pure Argon 6p'[3/212 + 4d[5/2]0 2 2 CW 16 
3.1515 Kr I Pure Krypton 6p'iE1/2J + 5d[3/2]' OW 36 
3.2o4 Cs Cs 8P 6D3/2 Optically pumped, 4, 88, 
cW 91, and 92 
3.2083 A I Pure Argon 3d[1/2]1 + 4p'[3/212 CW 36 
3.236 Hg I Pure Hg 88 
3.236 I 12 (3P2)5d[2J 5/2 + (3P2 )6P[1]3/2 CW 31s 77 
3.2742 Xe I Pure Xenon 2pl0 + 3d3 CW 23, 80 
3.3182 Ne I Pure Ne I 5s[3/21 4p[5/2] CW 36 
3.3362 Ne I Pure Neon 5s[3/2]0 + 4p[5/21 3 
or 
5s'[1/2]' + 4p[3/2]1 CW 36 
-60-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
3.34 Hg I Hg and He, 6p' 3F4 + 8s 3SI Pulsed 17 
Hg-Ne-Xe 
Hg-air 
3.3409 KrI Krypton 6p[l/2] + 6s[3/2]1 CW 36 
3.3419 Kr I Pure Krypton 4d[i/2]1J 5p[i/210 CW 79 






CW 10, 21, 
76, 80, 
He-Ne-Xe mixture and 89 
3.3813 Ne I Pure Neon 7s'(1/2) -* 5P'(3/2) CW 36 
or 
7s'(1/2)0 5p'(1/2) 
3.3'912 Ne I Pure Neon 5s[1/210 4p'[l/2]1 CW 36, 34 
33922 Ne I Neon 5s'[i/2]1 + 4p'[3/2]2 CW 36 
3.4046 C I C02-He 4d,D2 4pPI OCW 93 
3.431 I I 12 (3p2)5d[417/2 + (3P2)6P[315 /2 Pulsed 31, 77 
3.4345 Xe I Pure Xenon 7p[5/2J2 + 7s[3/210 CW 36 
3.437 Hg I Pure Hg 88 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture, Transition Remarks Reference 
3.44o Xe I Pure Xenon 9d[3/2]0 8p[3/23 CW 16 
3o 4481 Ne I Pure Neon 5s[3/2 °.  4p[3/21 CW 36 
3,4680 Kr I Pure Krypton 7s[3/2Jo 6pEi/23 CW 36 
3°4883 Kr I Krypton 6p'[1/2] 7s[3/21' CK 36 
or 
6p'[1/2] + 5d[3/2]1I 1 
3°50800 Xe I Pure Xenon, 5d[7/2]0 6p[0 5/2] Cw 10, 76, 
Xe-He 2 and 89 
He-Ne-Xe 
3o5155 C I C02-He 6d3P2 + 4p3P3 CW 93 
3.5845 Xe I Pure Neon 5s[3/23' + 4p[3/232 CW 36 
3o65i8 Xe I Pure Xenon 7p[1/2]11 7s[3/2302 CW 36 
3 67984 Xe I Xe and He-Xe 5d[0 1/2], 6p[0 1/2J, OW 10, 21, 
and 89 
3°68586 Xe I Pure Xenon and 5d[5/2]0 + 6p[3/2J CW i0, 16, 
He-Xe 2 2 21, and 89 
3°7746 Ne I Pure Neon 4p'Ei/23 - 3d13/2]0 OW 36 
-62-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
3°86968 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d'[5/2J] -* 6p'[3/2J CW 16, 89 
3 89504 Xe Pure Xenon 
He-Xe 
5d[7/2J0 + 6p[5/21 10, 21, 
and 89 
3.93 Hg I Hg-Kr Mixture 6p'3F4 * 8s'S o Pulsed 17 
3,817 Ne I Pure Neon 5s[3/211 + 4pLJ/2 0 CW 36, 16 
3°99656 Xe I Pure Xenon, 5d[1/2J0 + 6pE1/2J CW 10, 16, 
He-Xe 1 21, and 89 
4.16o Xe I Pure Xenon 5d'[5/2ff + 7pE3/21 CW 16 
4.3748 Kr I Pure Krypton 5d[3/210 + 4p[3/2]2 CW 36 
4.602 Xe I Xenon 5d'[3/2]2+ 6p,[1/21 CW 16 
4o61094 Xe I Pure Xenon 3s'l'" 2 CW 89 
4.7330 A I Pure Argon 5p[1/2] 3d'[3/2 0 CW 16 
4.8773 Kr I Pure Krypton 4d[3/Z3 + 5p'1[3/2 cCW 36 
48832 Kr I Pure Krypton 5d[5/2J' + 6p[5/2] CW 36 
-4.9160 A I Pure Argon 6p'[3/2] 2+ 4d'[3/2P 2 cW 36 
-63-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
4.9213 A I Pure Argon 5d[5/210 2 + 47/2] 3 CW 36 
5,1216 A I Pure Argon 6pF5/2] + 4d[7/2] CW 36 
or 
5d[7/2J0 3 4f[9/2J 4 
5.3000 Kr I Pure Krypton 5d[3/2] + 6p[1/2] Ow 36 
or 
5d[3/2]0 + 6p5/2J2 
5.4048 Ne I Pure Neon 4p'[i/2] + 3d'[3/2]001 CW 36 






5.5700 Kr I Pure Krypton 5d[7/2]3 - 6p[5/21 CW 36 
5.57539 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d[7/2]0 + 6p[5/2] CW lo, 16,
and 89 
5.5863 Kr I Pure Krypton 6d[7/2] + 4f[9/2] CW 36 
5.5987 C I C02-He 4pS 3d3P1 CW 93 
-64-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
5.6306 Kr I Pure Krypton 6d[3/21 + 4f[5/213 CW 19, 36 
5.667 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[1/2 ]0 3d[3/21 OW 19, 36 
5847 Ar I Pure Argon 6p[1/2J0 + 6s[3/2]1
1 
CW 36 
5.85 Hg I Hg-Kr 6p' 1P 7d-3D2 Pulsed 17 
6.0531 A I Pure Argon 4d[1/21' 5p[5/2 Cw 36 
6.9448 A I Pure Argon 6p't1/2J 6s'[1/2]1 CW 36 
or 
4dE3/211 + 5pI [3/2J1 
70581 Kr I Pure Krypton 4f[7/a] 3 + 5d[7/21 4 CW 36 
7,1821 Cs Cesium 8P1/ 2 + 8si/2 Optically pumped 21, 33,91, 12, 
and 59 
7.2116 A I Pure Argon 6p[1/2]J + 6s[3/2] OW 36 






OW 10, 21, 
and 89 
7.3228 Ne I Pure Neon 6s[3/2J* 5P[5/21 3 CW 36 
7o4221 Ne Neon 5p[1/2J 1 + 4d[3/2]° CW 36 
or 
6s'[1/2J] + 5p[I/2]1 
-65-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference
 
7.4799 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[3/2J 2 + 3d[5/2]' CW 36 
7.4994 Ne I Pure Neon 6s[3/2]' + 5p[5/2J cW 36 2 2 
CW 19
7o5316 Ne I Pure -Neon 6s[3/2]1 - 5p[3/2J1 
7.6163 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[3/2 11 + 3d[5/21' CW 36 
746461 Ne I Pure Neon 5P[3/2]1 + 4d[5/2]0 CW 16 
7.6510 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[5/2] 2 33d[7/2] OW 36 
47.6925 Ne I Pure Neon p1[3/2]z 3d'[5/2J' CW 16
 
7.7b15 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[3/2]z 3d'[5/2]' CW 36
 
1.7407 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[5/2]2 3d[3/2]' CW 36
 
7.7655 Ne I Pure Neon 4p'[1/2J1 3d'[3/2]' CW 36
-
7.7815 Ne I Pure Neon 6s[3/2]' 5p[3/2]1 W 36
 







-7°8063 A I Argon 7s'[1/2]' 6pEi/231 cW 16
 
-7°8368 Ne I Pure Neon 6s[3/2]h 5p[3/212 CW 36
 
Wave Length ...Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
8,0088 Ne I Pure Neon 4p'[3/211 + 3d[5/2J'2 CW 36 
8,0621 'Ne I Pure Neon 4p[5/21 3d[7/2' CW 36 




8.683 N2 88 
8.8553 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[5/2] + 33d5/2] CW 36 
or 
4p[5/2] 3 3dE5/2]2 






9,0896 Ne I Pure Neon 6s[3/2J0 + 5p[1/230 CW 36 
9.4 CO2 CO2 Pulsed and CW 79 
9.7002 Xe He-Xe 21 
9.7029 Xe I Pure Xenon 5dEl/2J0 + 6p[3/2J 11I CW 10 
-67­
wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
10o063 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[l/2] + 3d[3/21' CW 36 
10o234 He I Pure Helium 88 
CO2 0o04CO2 Pulsed and CW 79 
10.9812 Ne I Pure Neon 4p[1/2 1 - 3d[3/2J' OW 19 





i1.861 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[i/2]1 5s'[I/2] CW 36 
i1l902 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[1/2J0 + 4d[3/2]0 0 1 CW 16 
12.143 A'I Argon 4d'[3/2]0 - 4fE3/2] OW 36 
or 
4d'[3/211 4f[3/2J2 
12.266 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d[i/2J2 6p[3/2J1 W 10 
12.835 Ne I Pure Neon 5p'[1/2]0 4d[3/2J0 CW 36 




cW 10, 21 
13.759 Ne Neon 7s[1/2]10 6p'[3/2J
1 2 
CW 16, 36 
or 
4d'E5/2J0 ) 4f{5/2], 
-68-

Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 





16o638 Ne I 
 Pure Neon 5p[3/2]2 + 4d[5/2J1 CW 36
 
16668 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[3/2J 2 + 4d[5/2]3 CW 36
 
16o893 We I Pure Neon 5p[3/231 4d[5/2]' CW 36
 
16947 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[5/2]2 3 OW 36
 
17I58 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[3/2 2 4d[5/21 CW 36
 
17o189 Ne I Pure Neon 5p'[3/2]2 + 4d'E3/2]J C 36
 
17 804 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[5/2] - 4d[3/2] CW 36
 
17-841 Ne I Pure Neon 5p'E3/2 1 + 4d'[5/20 CW 36
 
17-888 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[5/233 + 4d7/23 0 CW 36
 
18396 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[5/21 4 4d[5/2]0 OW 36
 
184506 Xe I Pure Xenon 5d'[3/2J1 1 4f[5/2J3 Cw 36
 
20480 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[5/21, -1 5d[5/2J' CW 36
 
21.752 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[1/2J + 5d[3/2J' Cw 36
 
1 
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
22.836 Ne I Pure Neon 5p[1/2]J1 4d[3/2]0 CW 36 
23.3 OH H20 Pulsed 98 
25,423 He I Pure Neon 6p'[i/21 + 5d[3/2J0 
0 1 
CW 36 





28°0 OH H20 Pulsed 96 
28.053 Ne I Pure Neon Sp[3/2]1 + 5d[i/2J' CW 36 
31o533 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[3/2J 2 35d[5/2J OW 36 
31o928 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[3/211 5d[5/212 CW 8 
32oQ16 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[5/2J 2 5d[7/21'
2 3 
CW 36 
32.516 Ne I Pure Neon 6p'[3/2J2 ­ 5d'[5/212. 3 CW 36 
32.8 OH H20 Pulsed 98 
33o824 Ne I Pure Neon 6p'[3/2]1 5d'[5/2]0 2 CW 36 
or 
o / + 6p[5/2J -5d[7/2J0 
6p5233 4 
34°552 Ne I Pure Neon 6p'[1/2] - 5d'[3/210 
2 
CW 36 
34.679 Me I Pure Neon 6p[5/2J2 + d52O8 
-70-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
35.602 Ne I He-Ne 7p[1/20 + 6d[3/21 oW 8 
36.3 D20 Pulsed 96 
37.231 Ne I Neon 7p'[l/2] - 6d'[3/21 CW 8 
41741 Ne I Pure Neon 6p[l/2J1 +5d[3/2] 0 CW 8 
47.4 OH H20 Pulsed 96 
50,70 Ne I Pure Neon 7p[3/2J2 6a[3/2]0 CW 32 
52.39 Ne I Pure Neon 7p'[1/2] + 6d'[3/2J0 2 CW 32 
53.486 Ne I Pure Neon 7P[3/212 + 6d[5/230 
3 
CW 8 
54,019 Ne I He-Ne 7pF3/2] + 6d[5/2J0 CW 8 
54.117 Ne I He-Ne 4p[5/2J + 6d[7/2J CW 8 
54o7 OH H20 CW, Pulsed 96, 97 
5568 Ne I Pure Neon 7p'[3/2]1 + Gd'[5/2] OW 32 
57.355 Ne I He-Ne 7p[5/21 3 6dE7/2JZ OW 8 
68,329 Xe I Pure Xenon CW 58, 
72.15 Ne I Pure Neon 8p'[l/2]t 7d'E3/2]? CW 32 
72,7 D20 Pulsed 96 
78o4 OH H2 0 'Rotational.,,K=4,to K=3 in V'.;=l Pulsed and CW 96,-97­
-7-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
85.047 Xe I Pure Xenon CW 58 
86.9 Ne I Pure Neon 8p'[3/23 7d'[5/2]0 OW 32 
88.46 Ne I Pure Neon 8p[3/2J 7d[5/2]Y CW 32 
89°93 We I Pure Neon 8p[5/21 7d[7/2]0 W 32 
93.02 Ne I Pure Neon 32 
106.02 Ne I Pure Xenon l0p[i/2J0 9d[3/010 CW 32 
118.8 OH H2 0 Rotational K=3 
V' = 3 state 
to K = 2 in Pulsed and CW 96, 97 
124,4 Ne I Pure Neon 9p[3/2] 8d[5/2J0 CW 32 
126.1 Ne I Pure Neon CW 94 
132.8 Ie I Pure Neon CW 32 





Wave length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
.347876 N IV N2 , air 3p3PO2 3s 1 Pulsed 99 
.409729 N III N2 , air 3pzpO + 3s2 S1 /2 Pulsed 99 
.410326 N III N2, air 3pVPOfzr 3s2S1/2 Pulsed 99 
.451045 N III N2, air 3p4D 5,4 + 3/2 Pulsed 99 
.451441 N III N2, air 3p4D7/2 + 3s4p/2 Pulsed 99 
.463031 N II N2, air 3p3P2 3s3PO Pulsed 99 
.672138 0 II 02 3p2Si0 2 3s2p1 Pulsed 99 
5.03755 CO Co 6, "V1 = 5, (7) 1 00 
504750 It i" ty P(8) it 
505755 It it "? P(9) " " 
5.06773 it it" P() "t "0 
5.07807 It " " P(II) 
5.08845 " " " P(12) " 
5.09905 " " " P(13) " " 
5,lo410 " V' = 7, V' = 6 PC7) 
-71b-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
5.10985 CO CO V" = O, Vt = 5, P(14) Pulsed 100 
5oi1418 11 1II = 7o V' = 6 P(8) " it 
5.12445 it If It P(9) It it 
5.13485 " " I P(10) ft 
5.14530 t It P(11) 
5.15595 It If It P(12) 
5.16666 " " " P(13) It 
5,17220 it V= 8, V' = 7, P(7) " i 
5.17765 it t W' = 7, V = 6, P(14) i If 
5o18250 " i V = 8,V' = 7, P(8) " i 
5.18865 If If = 7,V' = 6, P(15) " " 
5°19290 it if V1 = 8, V = 7,P(9) " " 
5.20345 it I P(10) if if 
5.21410 f " i P(11) " " 
5.22498 It If P(12) " " 
-71c-
Wave Length Element Gas Mixture Transition Remarks Reference 
5.23600 CO CO V" = 8, V' = 7, P(13) Pulsed 100 
5.24195 V' = 9, V' = 8,PM7) it 
5.24710 It VI = 8, V' = 7, P(14) If 
5.25250 It I " = 9, V' = 8, P(8) if It 
5.26310 I It P(9) if it 
5°27380 if It If P(l0) It I 
5.28465 it If it P(11) if It 
5.29570 If it P(12) I I 
5.30695 It It P(13) It if 
5.31820 It If If P(14) it it 
5,32415 it It = 10, V' = 9 P(8) it If 
5.44590 it it It P(9) It 
5. 34590 If " P(10) " " 
5356.95 I t I P(11) I " 
5.36820 If " P(12) I ,, 
5.37950 It it If P(13) it 
-72-
Solid Lasers 
Wave Length Element Host Transition Remarks Reference 
.3125 Gd+3  LiMg AISi 5P 7/ 2 + 8s7/2 770 K, Pulsed 21, 15, 
Glass and 67 
.6130 EU+3 Plastic 770K, Pulsed 1 
.6130 Eu+ 3 Benzoylacetonate. Nuropium Dibenzoyl- 100°K, Pulse( 21. 101, 
Chelate methide (EuD,) and 102 
.6130 Eu+ 3 TTA Chelate 770K, Pulsed 21 
.6164 Ni+ 2 MgF2 3T2 phonon level 770K 25 
.6919 Cr+3 A1203 770K 15 
.6929 Cr+ 3 A1203 2E(2T 4A2 2900K 15 
.6934 Cr+ 3 A1203 2D(2E) 4A2 770K5 CW 15 
.6943 Cr+ 3  A1203 2 4A2Z 3000K 12 
.6969 3m+ 2 SrF2 Pulsed 4 
.7 Sm+ 2  CaF2, SrF2 770K 13 
.7010 Cr+ 3 A1203 13, 43 
.704 Cr+3 A1203 770K, Pulsed 21 
.7082 Sm+2 CaF2 (4f)55d --F1(4f) 6 770 K, 200K 1, 12 
-73-
Wave Length Element Host Transition Remarks Reference 
o7670 Cr+3 AI203 41 
..9180 Nd+ SiffaCaAISb, 
Borate Glass 
4F 3/ 41g/2 77°K,.Pulsed 21, 52, 
and 57 
1.0 Pr+ 3  SrMoO 4 200 K, Pulsed 21 
1015 Yb+ 3 Glass 2F + 2F 7/2 770 K 13, 15 
1,02 Yb+ 3  LiMgAISi 2F5/2 + 217/2 770K .21 
1.02 Yb+ 3 Glass 21/a 22F7/2 770K 1 
1.0370 Nd+3 SrF2 4Fs/Z 411I/z 2950K 24 
1.0399 Nd+ 3 LaF 3 VF3/a 4111/Z 77-3000 K 21, 24 
1.0437 Nd+3 SrF2 4F3/ - 41 1/2 770 K 24 
1.0457 Nd+ 3 CaF2 41,3/2 + 41 i/a 770K 24 
1.0468 Pr+ CaW04 1G4 ,->3H4 770K 22 
1.047 Pr+ SIMoO4 1G4 + 3H4 770K 22 
i,047 Pr+ CaWO4 IG4 + 3H4 770K 1, 15 
1,0547 Nd SrWO 4F3/2 + 4111/2 770K 24 
1.057 Nd4 Borate Glass 4F3/2 + 41,11/2 52 
-74-
Wave Length Eibment .	 Host Transition Remarks Reference 
1o0579 Nd+ 3 	 SrMo04 4F 3/2 41 11/2 2950K 24 
1.0576 Nd+ 3 	 CaWO 4 4F3/2 41i/2 770K, CW 24 
Nd+ 3
1.0582 CaWO4 4F 3/2 -4 11 "2 770K, CW 24
 
1.0586 Nd+ 3 PbMo0 4F 3/2 41 1/2 2950K 24
 
3
1.059 N	 SrMoO4 4F 3/ 41'1/ 770K 24
 
Nd+ 3  
1,06 	 CaF2 900K, Pulsed 38
 
Nd+ 3  






1o06 Nd 	 Eastman Kodak 4F3/2 41ll/2 3000K, Pulse' 21 
"ptical Glass" 
Nd3






1.06 	 Nd CaMo0 4 4F3/2 ' 4111/a 77-3000K,,Pulsed 21 
.060 Nd+ BaF2 4F3/2 ' 41.11/z 770K 
-75-
Wave Length . Element Host Transition Remarks Reference 
1o06 Nd+ Yb+3 LIMgAlSI 770 K, Pulsed 21 
1.o0607 Nd+ SrWO4 4F 3/2 + 4111/2 770 K 24 
1.o6l Nd+ 3 Glass 4F 3/Z + 411 1/2 3000 K 12 
i.06ii Nd+ 3 Sr-Mo0 4 4F 3/2 41 11/2 770 K 24 
1.0627 Nd+ 3 SrMo0 4 4F 3/2 + 41 11/2 77 0K 24 
1.063 Nd+ 3 CaWO 4 4F 3/2 + 4I11/2 Pulsed 15 
1.063 Nd+ 3 SrW04 4F3/2 + 4111/z 2950 K 24 
1o0631 Nd+3 LaF3 4F 3/2 4111/2 770K 24 
1.0633 Nd+ 3 LaF3 4F3/2 .4I 1/2 295 0K 24 
1.064 Nd+3 LaF3 4F 3/+ 411/ 770K 38 
io064 Nd+ 3 BaR2 
3 3/381 /









4F3/2 + 4111/2 





04 13/2 '11/2 30K1 
1,065 Nd+ 3 CaWO4 4F3/2 ' 4111/2 850K$ Cw 22, 60 































































4F3/ 2 4111/2 
4F 3/ 2 + 41 11/2 
4F3/2 + 41 11/2 
4F /2 ) 41ll/2 
2F5/ 2 F7/ 2 
4F 3/ 2 + 4113/2 
Remarks Reference 
770 K 24 
770 K 24 
770 K 24 




?95 0 K, OW 13 
770 K 13 
?Q9K, CW 24, 38 
3000 K 83 
770 K 21 
4.2 0 K 22 
770 K 18 
-77-







CaWO4 4113/2 ' 4115/2 770K 
51 
15 
1.9 Tm+ 3  CaWO4 770 K 13 
CaF2 
SrF2 
1.911 3 OCaWO4 3H5 +3H 6 770K, Phlsed 15, 24, 
and 12 
1.916 Tm+3 CaWO4 3H4 3H6 770K, Pulsed 24, 15 
1.95 Ho+ 3 LiMgASi 770K, Pulsed 21 
1.972 Tm+ 3 SrF2 3H4 + 3H6 770K 24 
2.0 2+3 Glass 770K 13 
2.046 Ho+ 3 CaWO4 5I 7 + 5I 8 77 0 K, Pulsed 12 
2.059 Ho+ 3 CaWO4 517 + 518 770K, Pulsed 4, 24 
2.092 HoO+ CaF2 517 + 518 770K 24 
2.223 +3' CaF2 4111/2 ' 419/2 770K 15, 22 
2.36 Dy 2 CaP 2 517 ­ 518 900K, CW 13, 15,and 38 
-78-
Wave Length Element Hodt Transition Remarks Reference 
2.407 U+3  SrF2 411/Z + 419/2 770K, Pulsed 21, 22 
2.438 Ue2 CaF2 770K, Pulsed 18 
2.438 U+3  CaF2 41,11/2 419/2 770K, Pulsed 15 
2.49 U 3 CaF2 770K, Pulsed 22 
2.5 Ue3 CaF2, SrF2 , 77OKI CW in CaF2 13 
BaF2 
2.511 U3 CaF2 4Il1/2 +41 9/ 770K, Pulsed 15 
2.556 u+3 Ca 2 Pulsed 4 
2;556 e3 BaF2 4I11/Z 41/2 Pulsed' 4 
2.60 I 3 BaF2 4111/2 + 419/2 77 0K 38 











300 0K, Pulsed 
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